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Safe Harbor Statement

The information in this presentation is for informational purposes only and does not constitute an offer to sell or the 

solicitation of an offer to buy any securities of LANXESS AG. There is no public market for the trading of LANXESS AG 

securities in the United States of America.

This presentation contains forward-looking statements including assumptions, expectations and opinions of the company 

as well as the reproduction of assumptions and opinions of third parties. Various known and unknown risks, uncertainties 

and other factors could lead to material differences between the actual future results, financial situation or economic 

development of LANXESS AG and the expectations expressed or implied herein. LANXESS AG gives no assurance that 

the assumptions underlying these forward-looking statements are accurate and assumes no responsibility for the future 

accuracy of the statements made in this statement or for the actual occurrence of the future developments described 

herein. LANXESS AG assumes no liability (either directly or indirectly) for the information, estimates, target expectations 

and opinions mentioned herein, and no reliance should be placed on them. LANXESS AG assumes no responsibility for 

any errors, omissions or misstatements in this release. Accordingly, no representative of LANXESS AG or any of its 

group companies or any of their respective bodies accepts any responsibility whatsoever arising directly or indirectly 

from the use of this document.
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Trough reached - slight upward trend

Rising volumes in numerous industries

Guidance for full year specified
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Cost reduction and sale of Urethane Systems on track

Sales and earnings increase compared to Q4 2023



189   

101   

Q1 '23 Q1 '24

Expected weak start to the year compared to 

strong prior-year quarter ...

1,899

1,607

Q1 '23 Q1 '24

Sales EBITDA

All figures in million euros
All EBITDA figures are pre exceptionals
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-15% -47%



97   101   

Q4 '23 Q1 '24

... but current trend is positive: volume growth 

compared to Q4 2023

1,436

1,607

Q4 '23 Q1 '24

Sales (seq.) EBITDA (seq.)

All figures in million euros
All EBITDA figures are pre exceptionals
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+12% +4%



50   49   

Q4 '23 Q1 '24

Consumer Protection: destocking in the agro market 

compensated by recovery in other markets

508   509   

Q4 '23 Q1 '24

Sales (seq.) EBITDA (seq.)

All figures in million euros
All EBITDA figures are pre exceptionals
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+0% -2%



Specialty Additives: All business units 

with increasing sales

492   

566   

Q4 '23 Q1 '24

41   

48   

Q4 '23 Q1 '24

Sales (seq.) EBITDA (seq.)

All figures in million euros
All EBITDA figures are pre exceptionals
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+15% +17%



Advanced Intermediates: Significant volume growth 

372   

465   

Q4 '23 Q1 '24

24   

37   

Q4 '23 Q1 '24

Sales (seq.) EBITDA (seq.)

Sales and EBITDA in million euros
All EBITDA figures are pre exceptionals
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+25% +54%



Strategic developments

FORWARD! action plan Sale of Urethane Systems

Financial figures in million euros9

90 90

60

2024 2025

First structural savings 

Global setup with 

6 production sites

Very positive business 

development in 2024

Sales process on track

Strong project pipeline 

for the upcoming years



Guidance: EBITDA expected to increase by 10 to 20 %

▪ Demand is slowly picking up again

▪ Continued destocking among agro customers

Market development

▪ Further sequential EBITDA increase in Q2 and Q3, 

Q4 more dampened due to normal seasonality

▪ Full year 2024: EBITDA growth of 10 to 20% 

(incl. Urethane Systems business)

LANXESS

All EBITDA figures are pre exceptionals10
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